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Initiation of subduction by small scale convection: 

insights from visco-elasto-plastic models with a free surface

Motivation:
In thermal convection models with visco-plastic rheology, the stresses that develop in upper thermal boundary layer due to the pull of downwellings

may be large enough to provide lithospheric scale shear zones, initiating subduction in effect [1]. Crameri and Tackley [2] later argued that, to correctly
capture the value of critical yield stress necessary for this to happen, numerical models with a free surface instead of the traditional free-slip upper
boundary condition should be used. It is because much larger stresses bulid up in the lithosphere when its bending is allowed, and bending cannot
occur in models with the vertically fixed, free-slip surface. However, Patočka et al. [3] demonstrated that the amplitudes of stresses are exaggerated in
numerical models with a free surface, as long as elastic properties of the lithosphere are not considered. The bending stresses of highly viscous lids are
generally governed by the value of their shear modulus, and not the viscosity, resulting in a significant stress reduction in viscoelastic models when
compared to viscous models. Here we use the code StagYY [4] to repeat the analysis of Crameri [2], but with visco-elasto-plastic rheology instead of the
original visco-plastic rheology
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Conclusions:
Contrary to previous findings, we do not observe free surface to significantly alter the critical yield stress required for subduction to initiate when

compared to vertically fixed surface. Furthermore, the critical yield stress value seems not to be systematically altered by the reduction of bending
stresses due to the consideration of elasticity in the lithosphere either. A possible explanation could be that bending phenomena does not contribute to
the formation of lithospheric scale shear zones, since bent plates always contain a neutral plane with zero bending stresses. More tests are needed to
confirm such hypothesis, since the above results are influenced by the chaotic fluctuations of stresses in the lithosphere, intrinsic to thermal convection
with high Rayleigh number.

Byerlee’s law:

Composite yield stress:

Depth-constant yield stress:VP, free-slip VP, free surface VEP, free surface
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Background picture: The normal stresses on a cross section of a 
thin curved elastic plate – Turcotte & Schubert, Geodynamics


